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Experiments with quantum mixtures I:

General ideas, a bit of history, and...







mixture
combination of two or more pure substances

in which each retains its individual chemical properties

(can separate them by physical means)
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degenerate fermionsatomic species for quantum-degeneracy

bosonic and fermionic isotopes

bosonic isotopes only



why mixtures – some general arguments

combining

different properties

mass imbalance

species-specific

optical manipulation

sympathetic cooling

different quantum statistics

BF mixtures

creating systems

with new properties

heteronuclear

molecules

new quantum phases

in optical lattices

novel superfluids with

mass imbalance



mixtures of three kinds
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Bose-Fermi isotope mixture of lithium
6Li

Truscott et al., Science 291, 257 (2001) Schreck et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 080403 (2001)

ENS Paris, Salomon groupRice Univ., Hulet group
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Ultracold mixtures of different species

brief history



cold species mixtures in MOTs

Li-Cs (Heidelberg, Weidemüller/Grimm group)

Na-K, Na-Rb (São Paolo, Bagnato group)

Na-Cs (Rochester, Bigelow group)

Santos et al., PRA 52, R4340 (1995)

Shaffer et al., PRL 82, 1124 (1998)

Schlöder et al., EPJD 7, 331 (1999)

Telles et al., PRA 59, R23 (1998)

interest: creation of heteronuclear molecules

bi-alkali combinations
mid-late 90‘s



degenerate species mixtures (first experiments)

K-Rb (LENS, Inguscio group) sympathetic cooling

of 41K to BECModugno et al., Science 294, 1320 (2001)

Li-Na (MIT, Ketterle group)

K-Rb (LENS, Inguscio group)

K-Rb (JILA, Jin group)

Hadzibabic et al., PRL 88, 160401 (2002)

Roati et al., PRL 89, 150403 (2002)

Goldwin et al., PRA 70, 021601(R) (2004)

sympathetic cooling

of 6Li / 40K to Fermi degeneracy

early 00‘s



interactions - more than just (in)elastic collisions

Science 297, 2240 (2002)

87Rb

40K

onset of BEC quasi-pure BEC

sudden loss

of fermions!

2002

evaporative cooling



heteronuclear Feshbach resonances

Inouye et al., PRL 93, 183201 (2004)

Stan et al., PRL 93, 143001 (2004)

Ferlaino et al., PRA 73, 040702(R) (2006)

6Li-23Na (MIT, Ketterle group)

40K-87Rb (LENS, Inguscio group)

40K-87Rb (JILA, Jin group)

mid 00‘s



tuning the interspecies interaction

LENS, Inguscio group

Hamburg, Sengstock-Bongs group

Ospelkaus et al., PRL 97, 120403 (2006)

Zaccanti et al., PRA 74, 041605(R) (2006)

K-Rb

mid 00‘s

resonance

center

zero

crossing

scattering

length

Rb width

after

TOF expansion

expansion near resonance



heteronuclear Feshbach molecules

(Hamburg, Bongs-Sengstock group)

Ospelkaus et al., PRL 97, 120402 (2006)

KRb in an optical lattice

(JILA, Jin group)

Zirbel et al., PRA 78, 013416 (2008)

KRb in an optical dipole trap

radio-freq. association

time-of-flight expansion

mid-late 00‘s



heteronuclear (dipolar) ground state molecules
2008

Science 322, 231 (2008)

related work in Innsbruck on homonuclear molecules

Rb2: Lang et al., PRL 101, 133005 (2008); Denschlag group

Cs2: Danzl et al., Science 321, 1062 (2008); Nature Phys. 6, 266 (2010); Nägerl group

very active research field with

many experiments worldwide
(many bi-alkali systems and other combinations)



species mixtures in Innsbruck

6Li – 40K / 41K

39K – 133Cs

87Rb – 133Cs

Er – Dy (5x)

40K – 161Dy

87Rb – 84Sr / 88Sr

H.-C. Nägerl group

F. Ferlaino group

(expt. moved to Amsterdam with F. Schreck)

at UvA

since 2013

RG group
(since 2018)

RG group
(since 2007)



Li-K lab@ IQOQI



isotopic combinations

Li – K
41 - bosons

6 - fermions

7 - bosons

39 - bosons

our experiments

40 - fermions



typical experimental situation

ODT @ 1064nm

Fermi sea

of 6Li

few 105 atoms

T/TF  0.15

strongly interacting spin mixture

or single spin state

40K or 41K

~104 atoms

B

interaction tuning via FR



research topics

strongly interacting

Fermi-Fermi mixture

few-body physics

Fermi gas thermometry

phase separation

quantum impurities
main research topic in last few years

interaction properties6Li – 40K 6Li – 41K



Feshbach spectroscopy on 6Li-40K

experiment & theory

together



Feshbach spectroscopy on 6Li-40K



Feshbach spectroscopy on 6Li-40K

1-2 spin channel



many resonances

asymptotic bound state model

variation of two binding energy parameters

(for known C6 coefficient)

s

p



coupled-channels calculation for all spin states

complete understanding of two-body interaction physics!

(by mass scaling also for all other isotopic combinations)

Naik et al.,

EPJD 65, 55 (2011)



“best” resonance (Li1 – K3 channel)

Chin et al., RMP 82, 1225 (2010) 

?

range parameter

universal range

Petrov, PRL 93, 143201 (2004)



spin relaxation (not in the lowest spin channel)

Naik et al., 

EPJD 65, 55 (2011)

resonant two-body losses

spontaneous dissociation

of Feshbach molecules

Jag et al., PRA 94, 062706 (2016)

do experiments fast (few ms)

and with precise magnetic control

6Li – 40K



glimpse into the few-body world

atom-dimer collisions dimer-dimer collisions

Pauli suppression at work, see Petrov, Salomon, Shlyapnikov, PRL 93, 090404 (2004),

but only very close to resonance

Jag et al.,

PRA 94, 062706 (2016)

collab. with

J. Levinsen,

D. Petrov



Feshbach resonance in the Fermi-Bose mixture

6Li – 41K

B0 = 335.057(1) G

B – B0 (G) Lous et al.,

PRL 120, 243403 (2018)

resonance width and a_bg

very similar to

the Fermi-Fermi case:

facilitates direct comparison

between FF and FB system

lowest spin channel:

no two-body decay



degenerate Bose-Fermi mixture

small BEC immersed in a large Fermi sea

F FBEC

tunable BF interactions!!!

“fermionic reservoir approximation”

BEC effect on fermion chemical potential negligible



repulsive interaction

increasing

interspecies

scattering length

a

phase separation !

reduced overlap

Viverit et al., PRA 61, 053605 (2000)



repulsive interaction

increasing

interspecies

scattering length

a

phase separation !

reduced overlap

Viverit et al., PRA 61, 053605 (2000)

PRL 120, 203043 (2008) 



three-body loss from 41K BEC

a
a

overlap intergral

overlap integral (no FB interaction),

straightforward to calculate

can be measured in

non-condensed regime

“overlap factor”

characterizes overlap

reduction by FB interaction

dominant

3-body process

our observable



observables: L3 and total loss rate



measured overlap factor

full phase separation (a > 600a0) ???



measured overlap factor

full phase separation (a > 600a0) ???

numerical calculation

mean field within

Thomas-Fermi approx.



measured overlap factor

numerical calculation

mean field within

Thomas-Fermi approx.



measured overlap factor

numerical calculation

mean field within

Thomas-Fermi approx.

including kinetic

energy terms

still some 

overlap for

strong repulsion



number density at interface

Fermi sea Fermi seaBEC



BEC

BF

BFBF

BF

Fermi sea Fermi sea

BF

BF BF

BF



interesting questions

quantum nature of the interface

beyond mean-field approach (strongly interacting B-F mixture)

elementary excitations (ripplons...)

2D effects

collective behavior of the compressed BEC

compression modes

surface modes and surface tension

Huang et al., PRA 99, 041602(R) (2019)


